RAJASTHAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, AJMER

MERIT LIST

One post of Assistant Prof. Dermatology, Venereology & Leprosy for Medical Education Deptt. were advertised by the Commission in their Advt. No. 03/2012-13. Interviews for this post were held on 30-01-2013. After interviewing the candidates the Commission have selected following candidate in order of preference and his name is being recommended to the Government :-

SELECTED AGAINST GENERAL POST :

100504(LD,OL)(P) ******* ******* ******* ******* ******* *******

Notes : (1) One Name has been kept in Reserve List.
(2) ‘P’ stands for Provisional.

AJMER
DATED : 30-01-2013

(Dr.K.K.Pathak)
Secretary
RAJASTHAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, AJMER

MERIT LIST – DERMATOLOGY, VENEREOLOGY & LEPORSY

One post of Assistant Prof. Dermatology, Venereology & Leprosy for Medical Education Deptt. were advertised by the Commission in their Advt. No. 03/2012-13. Interviews for this post were held on 30-01-2013. After interviewing the candidates, the Commission have selected Dr. Ramesh Kumar (Roll No.100504) (GE,LD(OL)) (P) in order of preference and his name is being recommended to the Government.

Notes: (1) One Name has been kept in Reserve List.
(2) ‘P’ stands for Provisional.

_____________________________________

AJMER
DATED : 30-01-2013

(Dr.K.K.Pathak)
Secretary

RESERVE LIST

Name of Dr. Anil Budania (GE) (Roll No. 100502) (P), kept by the Commission in order of merit in the Reserve List for the post of Assistant Prof. Dermatology, Venereology & Leprosy for Medical Education Department, is published for general information. His name may, on receipt of requisition from the Government within the prescribed period, be recommended by the Commission.

AJMER
DATED : 30-01-2013

(Dr.K.K.Pathak)
Secretary